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Abstract: 
This article discusses in detail the design and simulation of a Pelton turbine-based ocean wave energy 

harvesting system. Before that, the quest for renewable energy resources and in this context, the existing ocean 

wave energy harvesting devices and systems studied from the literature are described in brief. After that, the 

Pelton turbine’s working principle is also explained with a schematic diagram. The Pelton turbine was designed 

using SOLIDWORKS, which is a 3D engineering design and product development tool. After that, a MATLAB 

Simulink model was developed for the energy harvesting process. We simulated the model in the Simulink 

environment, and simulation results are demonstrated through some graphs. We obtained the maximum and 

minimum voltages of +440 V and -440 V respectively, a peak to peak current of 340 A, a maximum output 

electrical power of 3.7 MW, and a maximum speed of 3200 rpm with a constant field voltage of 11.5 V. 
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I. Introduction 
Electrical energy is an essential part of our life in this modern society. This energy is being generated 

from several types of sources, like wood, coal, gas, oil, nuclear fuel, wind, water, sun, biofuel and waste, 

geothermal, solar-thermal, etc. Despondently, we generate most of the electrical power by burning wood, coal, 

gas, oil, etc. [1]. In the world, approximately 80% of the gross primary sources for electrical energy generation 

are based on fossil fuels. The International Energy Agency (IEA) forecasts that this would remain the same till 

2030 with an anticipated annual rise in energy demand by 1.6% in the world [2]. Because, the world’s 

population is growing very rapidly and the living standards are becoming high and as such, electrical energy 

demands are also rising drastically. This has fetched enormous challenges to our modern society to meet and 

maintain these growing needs [2]. By using fossil fuels, we are damaging our ecosystem due to carbon dioxide 

(CO2) emissions. As a result, we are observing the reduction of forest lands, natural calamities, greenhouse 

effect, and meteorological changes in most parts of the world [3]. To alleviate these challenges, more efforts and 

focuses must be made on harnessing clean energy from various renewable energy resources, and also at the 
same time, attention must be given to shrinking the available energy for consumption by using energy-efficient 

devices and appliances [4-5]. In this context, the researchers are trying to introduce several suitable and rational 

approaches to produce clean electrical power from renewable resources at an affordable cost for the last few 

decades. For example, in Germany, according to [6], the number of wind turbine-based power plants has grown 

by 227% between 2008 and 2016. Besides, many initiatives have been taken to build energy-saving devices and 

apparatuses by maintaining the same level of services while taking less amount of energy. The devices and 

apparatuses that consume the highest amount of energy are the room heaters, air conditioners, water pumps, 

washing machines, refrigerators, etc. and this constitutes around 40% of the total absorbed energy in household 

purposes [5]. 

The world is facing the problems of environmental pollution and depletion of forest lands due to the 

use of fossil fuels. Besides, these energy sources are being diminished in terms of their supply. As such, 
engineers and scientists are in quest of substitute resources of energy that are sustainable and environmentally 

friendly. The road to sustainable clean energy resources is, however, both a long and difficult task. As per Goal 

# 7 of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goal (SDG), the quest for clean and green energy resources 

is a must and simultaneously to reduce the use of fossil fuels. However, appropriate renewable energy 

technologies must be developed and implemented to change the traditional energy resources so that it is 

economical and sustainable [7]. 

There are many sources of renewable energy. Of them, ocean wave is a great source of getting 

electrical power. It is estimated that the ocean wave power may be of the order of 1 TW [8]. We all know that 

the ocean occupies 70% of the Earth’s surface. Ocean wave energy can be a major renewable energy source to 

get electrical energy [9]. It is steadily becoming an essential alternative electrical energy resource due to its 
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massive but unexploited prospects [10].  Therefore, if ocean wave energy can be harvested properly then we will 

be able to produce a huge amount of green electrical power and as such we can meet our electrical energy 

demand around the globe. It is estimated that the electrical power of approximately 8,000-80,000 TW may be 

harvested from the ocean wave energy each year [10]. The International Energy Agency (IEA) has predicted 

that ocean wave energy could ultimately supply more than 10% of the present electrical energy demand on the 
earth [11]. 

Ocean Wave Energy Harvesting (OWEH) is defined as widespread engineering technologies that are 

utilized to acquire electrical energy from the ocean waves employing wide varieties of transformation 

methodologies and types of machinery. OWEH systems convert the kinetic and potential energy of the natural 

alternations of ocean waves into electrical energy. There are a variety of appliances for such conversion [12]. 

The first patent for wave energy to electrical power conversion device was traced in the 19th century. In 1966, 

the French built a tidal barrage-based power station of 240 MW at La Rance River with an electrical energy 

generation capacity of 600 GWh per year, and it is functioning till the present [13]. The researchers have 

estimated that this technique may be a supply of a huge amount of electrical energy on earth, especially to those 

countries that are located close to the sea line. However, the first commercial unit that went into operation came 

in 2008 based on floating wind turbines with tidal, wave, and thermal energy converters [14]. It was reported 

that the theoretically possible prospective electrical energy from numerous kinds of OWEH technique is 
between 20,000 and 92,000 TWh annually and the world consumes electricity of approximately 16,000 TWh in 

one year. However, till now it is not conceivable that using only this technique, the total electrical energy 

requirements of the earth will become possible to meet [15].  

 In this paper, we report the design of a Pelton turbine-based Ocean Wave Energy Harvesting (OWEH) 

system using SOLIDWORKS and a wave energy conversion process using MATLAB Simulink. The paper has 

been organized as follows- 

Section II reviews the literature, section III describes the Pelton turbine design process in 

SOLIDWORKS, section IV explains how energy contained in the ocean wave is converted to the electrical 

energy using MATLAB Simulink, section V demonstrates the simulation results, and finally, section V rounded 

off the paper with some concluding remarks and suggestions for future works. 

 

II. Literature Review 
Various types of ocean wave energy capturing mechanisms were studied and analyzed in the past. At 

present, most of the technological innovations, aimed at exploiting ocean wave energy resources, are in their 

early stages, with only a few went into commercial operation. None of them could operate by using the orbital 

motion of water particles right below the ocean surface. A kind of sea spoon device could catch the kinetic 

energy of ocean waves with encouraging conversion efficiency [13]. 

A prototype wave tank was built to test the output power of a newly designed and implemented OWEH 

device. A simulation was done for the deepwater waves, and the prototype model, which is also a space-efficient 

model, generated around 10 mW of power. It was predicted based on Froude scaling ratios that if this prototype 
model could be scaled up then this model would harvest around 254 W/ft of ocean wavefront [14]. 

Another experimental work of ocean wave energy conversion was performed based on a 1:20 scaled 

prototype model of the Inertial Sea Wave Energy Converter (ISWEC) with the mooring layout. They designed 

and examined the converter for two mooring configurations based on sub-surface buoys with or without clump 

weights. Tests were done in regular, irregular, and extreme waves for the prototype moored model. They 

identified a mooring solution that could ensure precise operation in extreme sea environments [15].  

Another experimental and numerical performance comparison between two self-reacting point absorber 

wave energy converter designs was done. All experimental tests were performed on a 1:25 scaled-down 

prototype model. The authors have explained the design methodology of their model, test and analysis 

procedures, etc. They also proposed to scale up their prototype design for high power application based on 

Budal’s theoretical upper bound model so that this model might be applied to a self-reacting point absorber 

method. The design consequences of a reactive power take-off control scheme and relative motion constraints 
on such conversion method were explored based on the experimentally verified dynamic mathematical model 

[16]. 

One method to harness ocean wave energy is to bend or directs the ocean waves by increasing their 

height into a narrow concentrated channel towards the circumscription of the reservoir to raise the converted 

power level. Thus the researchers could upsurge the potential energy obtainable for the hydraulic turbine with 

lower heads [17]. 

Another most researched Ocean Wave Energy Converter (OWEC) technology is the Oscillating Water 

Column (OWC) technology due to its robustness, simplicity, and versatility. But the OWC is not used widely 

concerning application areas and operating methods. Based on the existing OWEH technologies, it is essential to 
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ascertain the low-cost system of energy conversion systems and synergies or any such unified structures [18-

19].  

The emphasis is also directed to the Multi-Oscillating Water Columns (M-OWCs) based OWEH 

system. It has the prominent prospects to escalate the capture on a greater scale, especially in synergy 

applications. However, wave energy harvesting technologies must be competitive, inexpensive, sustainable, and 
feasible in the renewable energy amalgam. It is encouraging that the trend of expansion of this technology is 

moving in the right direction to shrink the Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE). If the researchers can continue 

their efforts in this direction then they will be able to make the OWEH system technologies an economical and 

resourceful option in the renewable energy sector, and thus this technology will get a competitive edge [18, 20-

21]. 

Theoretical estimation of the power generation from the ocean wave generation wave was conducted 

by considering their performance test in the laboratory with ocean wave parameters. The test results reveal that 

it is possible to supply the electricity to meet the domestic, industrial, and agricultural needs in the locality by 

maintaining the established standards [22]. 

In another paper, the authors discussed two devices- the buoyant moored device and the overtopping 

system to generate electricity from the ocean wave energy by combining these two. They also discussed the 

design, assembly, operation, and performance calculation of both these devices/systems. The buoyant moored 
device uses the rise and falls of the swells to drive the pumps and thus convert ocean wave’s mechanical energy 

into electrical energy. An overtopping system uses the pumped fluid to fill the reservoir at an upper level than 

the neighboring ocean surface and the potential energy in the reservoir is taken by the low head turbines which 

generate the electrical power [23]. 

According to the report of the International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA), wave energy 

converters collect mechanical energy from the ocean waves and transform it into electrical energy. There are 

three core types of such energy-converting devices/systems, such as Oscillating Water Columns (OWC), 

Oscillating Body Converters (OBC), and Overtopping Converters (OTC). The OWC uses the trapped air 

pockets in the water column to drive a water turbine. The OBC uses the wave motion in any direction (up/down, 

forward/backward, side to side) in the floating or submerged devices to produce electricity. The OTC uses the 

reservoirs to create a head and then drive water turbines. However, each type can be divided in terms of the 
techniques utilized to transform the wave energy into pneumatic energy through the rotational or translational 

motion; the prime movers of the system, such as air turbines, hydraulic turbines, hydraulic engines, etc.; type of 

the structures used, like fixed, floating, submerged, etc.; and their position in the ocean, viz. shoreline, 

nearshore, offshore, etc. [12, 24] 

The estimated Levelized Cost of Electricity (LCOE) of wave energy technologies for a 10 MW project 

was found approximately EUR330-630 for one MWh of electrical energy generation. The projected LCOE for 

wave energy in 2030 was estimated to around EUR113-226 for one MWh of electrical energy production if it is 

a power plant of 2 GW. Considerable research is going on for further development to take off the power from 

the systems, to improve the turbine efficiency, and dampen the variability of the hydraulic systems, etc. 

Additionally, synergies with other offshore industries, such as oil, gas, and wind are suggested to pursue 

decreasing the installation, operation, and maintenance costs as well as mooring [12]. 

The main limitation of the OWEH system is that only 2% of the world’s coastal lengths go beyond the 
ocean wave power density of 30 kW/m, whereas the projected prospect for electrical energy from this system 

for the world is about 500 GWe considering only 40% of the conversion efficiency [12, 25]. 

 

III. Turbine Design using SolidWorks 
To design the Pelton turbine, we need to know the working principle first. Often, it is called a Pelton 

wheel. It has four main parts, viz., nozzle and flow regulating arrangement, runner and buckets, casing, and 

braking jet. This is a kind of lateral flow impulse turbine that converts the water pressure (or potential energy 

due to the height, mgh) into kinetic energy (1/2mv2) and thus creates a high-speed water jet that impinges on the 

buckets of the runner in its periphery to rotate it. The energy conversion process occurs entirely it is the 
distributor as shown in Fig. 1. The nozzle intensifies the kinetic energy of the ocean water wave and guides it in 

the form of a jet spray. The spare (Fig. 1) regulates the water flow to the buckets. It is operated under very high 

heads (up to 1800 m) and requires a comparatively lesser quantity of water. The casting controls the splashing of 

water. 
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Figure 1: The schematic of a Pelton turbine to explain its working principle [26] 

 

The SOLIDWORKS is mechanical design software with features and dimensions to create and draw 

the models in 3-D or solid form. It helps the designers to assemble a model from various parts directly on their 

workstation by checking the functionality as well [27]. Therefore, we used this software to draw and design our 

Pelton turbine which is then used for harvesting the ocean wave energy. Ocean waves are produced by tides in 

the sea-based on the lunar phases, and thus waves vary in size, number, and strength. As the ocean waves roll, 

they create kinetic energy or movement that can be transferred to the water turbines to produce electrical power. 

First, we started SolidWorks software and tapped a new part. Then we set the dimension in millimeters 
and selected a top plane for sketching. After that, we sketched lines and other dimensions to design the Pelton 

turbine. We also need to draw close planes and curves between the lines. We used trim entities for finishing the 

design. We used the features to revolve the design about a selected axis. We choose 180 degrees to mirror the 

right plane go on to reference geometry and then by clicking on the plane to choose a dimension to move to 

another side dimension of 12.7 mm. We chose that surface to mirror than another side. We chose the surface of 

the shell to choose our dimension of 1.7 mm and then tap to enter the buckets in the drawing area. A circle of 

120 degrees is drawn and a midpoint circle of 30.43 mm has been added to the buckets. In this way, all parts of 

the buckets were selected and thus we obtained 15 such buckets in the geometric patterns. We then go to the 

front side of the plane and sketched a circle at the center by tapping on the surface sketch and at the center, we 

have created a circle with a dimension of 85.58 mm. 

 

 
Figure 2: Designed Pelton turbine- (a) front side and (b) backside 

 

To extrude the features, we cut it again and then settled the dimension to 3 mm. We have drawn 

another circle on the previous one at a dimension of 46.50 mm and then extruded the boss dimension to 5 mm. 

We have drawn several circles having a dimension of 7 mm and then features are extruded by cutting through 

all. Then we chose a circular pattern to rebolt around that circle. Thus we get ten numbers of such circles. Now 

we created a hole in the center having a dimension of 8.68 mm and then added a feature by extruding and 

cutting through all. Again we select a front plane just to draw a simple circle having a dimension of 8.68 mm 

and then we go on to the features extruded boss dimension of 195 mm. Finally, we assembled by adding the two 

parts by clicking on the mates’ lock. The finished designed Pelton turbine’s front and backside view is shown in 
Fig. 2.  

 

Nozzle 
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IV. Modeling Ocean Wave Energy Harvester in MATLAB-Simulink 
Simulink is a kind of software integrated with MATLAB to design a model and simulate it for any 

dynamic and embedded systems. It is developed by MathWorks and can also be used for analyzing the systems 
having multi-domain dynamics. It is a graphic editing tool that uses modifiable block library sets to draw the 

block diagram [28]. 

To design and create a model, we open the Simulink and then open the library browser from where we 

dragged and dropped the necessary building blocks into the graphic editor. We then add these blocks using 

arrows or lines or connectors from the connection points. We also add the necessary sources (signals) and sinks 

(usually, oscilloscopes). The source generates an analog signal for the designed system which produces the 

output to be visualized by the sink. The necessary stimulation parameters for the designed system are presented 

in Table 1. 

 

Table 1: Simulation model parameters for the designed system 

Parameter Symbol Values Unit 

Damping filter gain Kf 0.001 - 

Damping time constant Tf 0.1 s 

Water time constant Tw 2.67 s 

Frequency f 60 Hz 

Turbine efficiency  85 % 

Speed ratio Kn 0.45 - 

Active power P 4.39 MW 

Proportional gain of the turbine regulator/controller Kp 1.163 - 

Integral gain of the turbine regulator/controller Ki 0.105 - 

Differential gain of the turbine regulator/controller Kd 0.0 - 

 
The hydraulic power equation is given by equation (1), and it is required for the calculation of the output power. 

P = QHg        (1) 
 

,where 

Number of buckets, z = 15 + D/2d 

Velocity of jet, V = Cv(2gH)1/2 

Velocity of wheel, μ = KnV 

Discharge, Q = AV = (πd2/4)V 

Efficiency, η = P/QHg 

Area of jet = A 

 

A program in MATLAB is written and a Simulink model is drawn as shown in Fig. 3. The model is 

composed of an ocean wave energy model to obtain electricity from the ocean wave. In this model, we used a 
hydraulic governor, which is the central regulator of the Pelton water turbine. The turbine governor regulates the 

ocean water flow through the Pelton water turbine to control its speed and hence the electrical power output and 

output frequency of the voltage/current of the synchronous generator, which converts the mechanical power into 

AC electrical power. The excitation system provides the fixed field current to the winding of the synchronous 

machine and generates the magnetic flux necessary to generate the induced AC voltage, because an AC system 

can transmit and distribute the electric power efficiently. The synchronous machine can act both as a 

synchronous motor as well as a synchronous generator. Three-phase lines are extracted from the generator and 

are then connected to the three-phase step-up transformer. Its output is fed to the RLC load. This model is 

designed in such a way that when there is variation in the sea wave then this will not create any problem to the 

system. Various scopes are used in the model to display various types of signals. 
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Figure 3: The Simulink model of an ocean wave energy harvesting system 

 

V. Simulation Results and Discussions 
The ocean wave energy harvesting model has been simulated for various parameters in the 

MATLAB/Simulink environment. The simulated results are shown in various figures of the following sub-

sections with a brief explanation of each figure. We will discuss the result of the ocean wave energy harvesting 

simulation model. The voltage of a one-line is shown. We know the maximum and minimum voltage. We know 

the three-phase stator current change in load and the maximum current. We have seen that power increase with 

time. If the wave is more, the turbine will rotate more and more power will be available. We have seen that the 

turbine will continue to rotate as soon as the wave is received and the speed will increase as the turbine rotates. 

We know why the value of field voltage is constant. 

 

A. Voltage Waveform Generation 

The simulated voltages of the three phases of the synchronous generator are shown in Fig. 4. We obtained a 

maximum voltage of +440 V and a minimum voltage of -440 V. That is, we get a peak to peak voltage of 880 V. 
 

 
Figure 4: Voltage waveforms of the three phases of the synchronous generator 

 

B. Stator Current Waveform Generation 

Stator current has two components- one is related to the core magnetization to produce rotating 

magnetomotive force (mmf), and the other is a straight conversion of rotor current through the mutual 

inductance. The stator current of this model is shown in Fig. 5. The maximum current is 170 A and the peak-to-

peak current is 340 A. 
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Figure 5: Stator current waveform of the three phases of the synchronous generator 

 

C. Power Waveform Generation 

We can see the power variation with time in Fig. 6. The more waves we get, the more is the obtained 

power. We get the maximum power of 3.7 MW and the minimum power of 3.53 MW. 

 

 
Figure 6: Output power waveform of the synchronous generator 

 

 
Figure 7: Turbine speed waveform fed to the generator 

 

D. Turbine Speed Waveform 

When the waves start to flow, the speed starts to increase over time as shown in Fig. 7. We obtained a 

steady-state speed of 3200 rpm. However, there is an initial transient speed, which dies out within a few 

seconds. 
 

E. Field Voltage Waveform Generation 

We have also checked the field voltage as shown in Fig. 8. It is observed that the value of field voltage 

remains constant at 11.5 V while simulating the model. 
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Figure 8: Field voltage waveform of the generator 

 

VI. Conclusions 

A huge amount of ocean wave energy resources are available throughout the world. In different 

regions, ocean waves have different natures and as such, we need a wide variety of technologies to harvest this 
energy for the benefit of mankind. But we don’t have enough industrial interrelation and the supply of required 

components for this purpose. For planning and technology development, synergies with the other offshore 

industries to the wave energy harvesting industries are required to minimize the cost. At the same time, we need 

to create opportunities for the dedicated infrastructures including ports and transmission grids for the electrical 

power to support the installation, operation, and maintenance of wave energy converters. 

As the electrical power demand is growing and environmental pollution is increasing in parallel due to 

the use of fossil fuel, renewable or clean energy technology is the hot topic of modern technological research. 

Among various available renewable energy sources, the potential for ocean wave energy in the sea bed is 

tremendous. Almost 1000 OWEH technologies have been patented but none of them are yet to be implemented 

on large scale. In this paper, we have discussed a wave energy conversion technology based on the Pelton 

turbine through simulation. With the rapid rise in electrical power requirements in Bangladesh, there is no 
significant plan to meet the demand. Bangladesh is now facing tremendous challenges due to the lack of 

dependable and sustainable renewable energy resources. This work can be an ice-breaker for taking the initiative 

to start working in this field to explore the vast opportunities to harness the electricity from the ocean wave 

energy and thus to create a milestone in the history of Bangladesh. This wave energy harvesting technology 

seems to be a promising renewable energy resource for Bangladesh in the future. We need to study further as 

this will be more feasible in the long run. 
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